
How To Recognize Great Performing Stocks
Your guide to spot the flat base and base-on-base chart patterns.
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How to Recognize Great Performing Stocks
In previous booklets we covered the cup-with-handle and double bottom 
chart patterns. These patterns have repeated themselves in thousands 
of stocks just before they made their major price moves. Frequently, the 
best performing stocks will give you multiple opportunities to buy them. 
The flat base and base-on-base are two examples of these “second 
chances.” While it’s true that it is better to buy the first correct base, you 
can still do well if you recognize and buy the second sound base in a 
winner.

The Flat Base
The flat base is usually a second-stage base pattern. It has a minimum 
time frame of 5 weeks rather than the 7 weeks minimum normally 
required of the cup-with-handle or double bottom. Many times you 
will find a stock will break out of a cup-with-handle or double bottom 
pattern, run up at least 20%, and then go sideways. The flat base has 
a mild correction, not more than 15%, and the price range will usually 
remain fairly tight throughout the pattern. Many times this sideways 
action will cause some weaker investors to sell as they get worn out 
of the stock. Those shares may be quietly accumulated by institutional 
investors adding to their position. As a result, the stock won’t give up 
much ground even after a strong prior move.

The pivot, or buy point, for the flat base is 10 cents above its previous 
high on volume at least 40-50% above its average volume for the last 
50 days.
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Base Length - as a second-stage base, the 
length can be as little as 5 weeks long.The base correction tends 

to be milder, usually 
correcting no more than 
15% from the peak to the 
bottom.

Buy point generally occurs when the 
stock clears the peak of the base. Volume 
should  be heavier than normal, at least 
40-50% above average.
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The Base-on-Base
The base-on-base structure is often misinterpreted as a weakness 
in stocks, but it can actually lead to powerful moves. After forming a 
correct and proper base pattern, a stock breaks out, but is unable to 
advance the typical 20 to 25%. It then pulls back in price and forms 
another consolidation area on top of the previous base. This later base 
is a result of the general market taking another leg down in a bear 
market. Like a heavy object on a spring, the market weighs down the 
stock and keeps it from making upward progress. When the general 
market turns up, the stock is propelled upward, like a spring would 
react once a heavy object is removed. 

This offers a valuable lesson in how to view market corrections in a 
more positive light. General market weakness causes bases to form in 
90% of our models. Once the market turns, as it always does, it is the 
stocks coming out of properly formed bases that become your next 
great opportunities for profit. 

As always, you can see more educational examples in The Investors 
Corner in IBD®.  Plus, visit our web site, Investors.com, to view more 
samples in the education section and video examples in the Daily Stock 
Analysis.

The chart on the next page gives you definitions of key features included 
in IBD chart examples and can be used as an additional reference as 
you go through this booklet.

We look forward to helping you become a more successful investor.

William J. O’Neil

Old high

Market weakness will usually weigh the 
stock down and cause another base 
to form before the stock achieves the 
normal 20-25% from the breakout.

Buy point will usually occur shortly after 
the general market trend turns up.

Later base will usually find support at 
the top of prior base.
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Stratacom Increased 893% in 105 Weeks

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +50%, +30%, +33%
    These are in order of oldest
    quarter to most recent quarter

Buy point

Base-on-base-on-base

High

Low
Close

Thick black line means stock 
closed at a higher price than 
prior week’s close

Thin gray line means stock 
closed at a lower price than 
prior week’s close

Note: prices on charts are 
adjusted for splits. This was 
not a $6 stock at the breakout. 
Adjusting for two 2/1 splits, it 
was actually $24.

Weekly Chart

S&P 500 correction

Average weekly 
volume line

Weekly volume bars

200-day moving 
average price line

10-week moving 
average price line

Relative Price Strength Line 
vs. S&P 500. Uptrending line 
means stock is outperforming 
S&P 500. 
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Atlas Const Mng & Dev Increased 267% in 14 weeks

6-week 
flat base

Buy point

General 
market 
weakness

Prior 
uptrend

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +4%, +56%, +100%
    Annual EPS growth rate +27%

Big volume on prior 
uptrend to the flat base.

3 weeks in a row 
with tight price 
closes for the week.

Volume 
dry-up. 

Philippine copper producer selling to Japan 
on a long-term contract
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Prior 
uptrend

Buy point

Market correction

Engelhard Increased 194% in 47 Weeks

10-week 
flat base

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +25%, +50%, +29%

Note: volume on breakout week should always be 
higher than prior week’s volume and the daily chart 
should show a minimum increase of +40-50% 
above average daily volume on the breakout day.
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Chrysler Increased 114% in 29 Weeks

Prior 
uptrend

Buy point

Market 
correction

6-week flat base 
with last 3 weeks 
closing tight.

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +67%, +5%, +50%

Initial cup-with-handle base

You always want a prior uptrend 
to your proper base.
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Dollar General Increased 349% in 43 Weeks

Market 
correction

Prior 
uptrend

Buy point

21-week flat base
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Texas Oil & Gas Increased 412% in 88 Weeks

Market 
correction

Prior 
uptrend

Buy point

8-week flat base 
with tight closes.

Breakout week 
volume is up 
from prior week.

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +15%, +17%, +16%
    Annual EPS Growth +36%
    Return on Equity 25.9%
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Oracle Increased 274% in 22 Weeks

Market correction

Buy point

Cup-with-handle

Leading software company

6-week base on 
top of prior base

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +43%, +33%, +23%
    Annual EPS Growth +32%
    Return on Equity 38.8%
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Franklin Resources Increased 1033% in 79 Weeks

Market correction

Buy point

Later base 
buy point

IBD’s The Big Picture daily col-
umn will help you spot general 
market turning points

Base-on-base-on-base

20-week base

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +200%, +125%, +150%
    Last 3 quarters Sales:
       +121%, +77%, +70%
    5 year Annual EPS growth rate +97%
    Return on Equity 88%
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Ascend Communications Increased 1668% in 75 Weeks

Market weakness

Buy point

Base-on-base-on-base

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +100%, +100%, +200%
    Last 3 quarters Sales:
       +117%, +119%, +155%
    After Tax Margins at peak 24%
    3 quarters increasing 
       sponsorship
    R & D 12% of sales
    P/E Ratio was 50 and 
    expanded to 145 at peak price

Note: prices adjusted for 3 
stocks splits, so actual price 
at buy point was $32.75. New 
issue price was $16.
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Monogram Industries Increased 927% in 57 Weeks

Market correction

Buy point

Base-on-base-on-base

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +150%, +120%, +20%
    Annual EPS growth rate +46% 

Note: after 1st buy point, 4 
weeks close tight around one 
price, this signals accumulation

Could add to 
position here

Supplier to new jet airliners of 
early 1960s
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Southwestern Energy Increased 522% in 68 Weeks

Market correction

Buy point

7-week flat base on 
top of prior base

Another base-on-
base formed during 
market weakness

13-week cup-
with-handle base

Huge volume on 
breakout, much larger 
than prior week

At the buy point:
    Last 3 quarters EPS:
       +400%, +141%, +34%
    Annual EPS growth rate +27%
    Return on Equity 18.4%
    3 quarters increasing sponsorship
    Industry group in the top 10 out of 197 



Subscriber Services

Educational Hotline
Call 310-448-6150 to get  instant answers to your questions about using 
IBD, Investors.com and the CAN SLIM® Investment System. 
Available M-F 5:30am-4:30pm and Sat 7:00am-3:30pm (PT)

Investors.com
Don’t forget to take advantage of all the powerful investing tools, stock lists 
and exclusive market analysis at our website, www.investors.com

Free 
Newsletters 
                    

 From Investor’s Business Daily

Sign Up Now at: 
www.investors.com/freenewsletters

IBD® Market Prep - Be ready when the market opens with IBD 
Market Prep. You'll get a list of Stocks On The Move, the latest 
market outlook, the Daily Stock Analysis video, and more.
Daily (M-F) by 5:30 PM (PST)

IBD Tech Report - Discover emerging trends and the companies 
driving them. Get alerts to top-performing tech stocks, 
Q&A with industry leaders and more. 
Daily (M-F) by 5:30 PM (PST)

IBDextra! - Give yourself an extra edge with the IBDextra! 
newsletter. Includes the Monthly Big Picture, 
exclusive videos, tips on tools, 
Screen Of The Month and more.
Monthly (First Thursday)
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